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While it's not something people like to talk about, hemorrhoids is a serious health issue for many people.

There are millions of people worldwide suffering each and every day. It is actually an issue that is much

more common that most people realize. This niche is often a desperate market as well, it's a real problem

that people need and want a solution right now. Often they are willing to try most anything to help with

their problem and they are more than willing to spend money to find relief. Since it is also an

embarrassing niche, and not something those suffering what to talk about, they turn to the internet to find

the solution. It's the prefect way to find help without telling the world about their embarrassing health

issue. Here is your opportunity to profit and provide solid and actionable information for the many people

searching about their hemorrhoid problem and how they can finally find some relief. You could be be the

hero by helping them. Your new website could be seen the expert and authority site when it comes to

hemorrhoid treatment, even if your not that knowledgeable on the subject. I'm sure I don't have to tell you
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that you'll be profiting in this niche with an almost endless supply of products and services you could

promote with your new website. From digital ebooks and online video's to the large physical product line

suhc as creams and more. You could also make bucks from CPA or cost-per-action and many other

affiliate programs. You could also sell your own products with your built-in targeted audience. Use it to

build a list of cash-in-hand email subscribers that you could promote offers to for a long time to come.

You'll be getting a complete and ready-to-go hemorrhoids treatment website that comes with content and

advertising already installed for you. It's a money maker waiting for you to grab on to and run to the bank.

Site comes with a professional magazine style theme and layout to make you look like the true

professional. It could also help to build trust which could lead to better sales conversions and more

affiliate sales. It comes pre-loaded with 20 quality text posts that covers most everything related to

hemorrhoid treatments including systems, causes and most importantly, the treatments. Includes 9

categories as follows: Cure Hemorrhoids Video Get Rid of Hemorrhoids Hemorrhoid Symptoms

Hemorrhoid Videos Hemorrhoids Treatments Introduction Quick Tips Types of Hemorrhoids The site also

comes with video content posts already added to the site for you. Check out the fully fuctional demo here:

Hemorrhoid Treatments How your going to profit from your new professional website: Adsense spot

already coded into every page. Simply add your code and these ads display on every single page of the

site, giving your visitors many opportunities to to click. When they click, you get paid, simple and easy

profits. Clickbank ad banners pre-loaded. Including 3 seperate related digital programs giving you 3

opportunities to make some great commission checks. This is only the beginning. Since it's your site, you

have complete control over everything. Your free to advertise what you like, it's completely your choice. I

don't have to tell you about how many affiliate programs there are you could promote with this site.

Website core features: Content Pre-Loaded - It's been added to the site and categorized. You'll be getting

a head start. Google Analytics - Track every single visitor on your site. You'll know where they are coming

from and just as important, where they are going on your site. You can easily see what is working and do

more of it. Site Map - Makes it even easier for the search enginges to find all the pages on your site,

giving you a much better chance of getting pages ranked and traffic flowing to your site. Search Engine

Friendly URL's - To make your webpages more friendly to the search engines and give them that extra

edge when it comes to ranking. Social Bookmarking - Built into the with Sexy Bokmarks, a fantastic social

plug-in with high quality professional graphics, that can help spread the word about your site and bring



you even more visitors. These social buttons include Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, Squidoo, Twitter,

Digg, Stunbleupon and many more, 80 in total. You can choose exactly which ones you want. RSS Feed

- So you content get syndicated across the net and very useful for building bakclinks to your site. Plug-ins

Pre-loaded - We did all the tedious work for you and set everything up, so it's ready to go. 7 Video Posts -

These video's are embeded right into your new websites pages. Since they are set into the site, your

visitors stay on your site and no sending your hard-earned traffic away. Video's included are as follows:

Herbal Remedies : Herbal Treatment for External Hemorrhoids Thrombosed External Hemorrhoids

Treatment WITHOUT SURGERY Hemorrhoid Treatment and Prevention New Hemorrhoid Treatment

Natural Remedy For Hemorrhoids Laser Hemorrhoidoplasty Laser Surgery of Hemorrhoids How to Cure

Hemorrhoids : What Causes Hemorrhoids? Best yet, it's so easy to add your own video's, any video you'd

like to the site. The system even adds the thimbnail for the video for you, to give your site some graphic

enhancements to make it look for interesting. Privacy Policy Page has been installed on the site for you.

A useful and necessary page these days, for places such as Google. Again, it's been done for you. Tags -

We've added a number of related tags, in a web 2.0 tag cloud in the sidebar, giving you even more pages

to get ranked and shown in the search engines. Contact Us Page - So you can interact and stay in

contact with your visitors. They can get to know you, trust you and they will be more likely to puchase

waht you suggest. Advertising Intertest Page - Want to make even more from your site? If you wanted,

you could sell advertising space. More profits for you. Best of all... It's so easy to use... Your new site runs

on Wordpress (Version 3.4.1, all files included), so you know how easy the site is to use and maintain. If

you can type, point and click, your good to go. Once installed (install instructions are included), you'll have

total control over your site. Your free to add to it, edit, or change it anyway you'd like. There are no

on-going fee's or costs besides your hosting and domain name costs. Product Rights: [NO] Can be given

away [YES] Can be packaged [YES] Can be offered as a bonus [YES] Can be edited completely and your

name put on it [YES] Can be added to paid membership sites [YES] Can be offered through auction sites

[YES] Can sell Resale Rights [NO] Can sell Master Resale Rights [NO] Can sell Private Label Rights

[YES] Those you Sell to can Edit Package as they want
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